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Next Meeting:
Wednsday, November 27th, 2013 - 6:30 PM
Sapperton Pensioners’ Hall
318 Keary St., New Westminster

President’s Column - Ed Pretty
Further on in the newsletter you will see that we have two visiting demonstrators attending the GVWG. Barbara Dill isn’t news but the article serves as a
reminder on the heels of the usual email notifications. John Beaver, on the other
hand, is the first notification. You will note from the photos that John does some
very unique work. Both of these demonstrators will be bringing techniques that
have the potential to really challenge you as a woodturner and set your work
apart. There is at the moment, one spot left in Barbara’s workshop. I’ve seen her
work and demonstration at San Jose as well as that of Mark Sfirri – the king of
multi center work – right here at the GVWG and I highly recommend that you
attend Barbara’s demo and workshop. John’s workshop is already beginning to fill
because I have already signed up. (And, as I’m putting the fine points on this I just
got an email from our newsletter editor that’s he’s signed up. Better jump on this
one quickly.)

November food suppliers:
Gerry Vickers, David Wagner, Bryan
Whitta, Barry Wilkinson, Des Wilson &
Bruce Wood

•

Tech Talk — Bruce Campbell will
host a forum for your technical
questions.

•

Focus on form and finish — Larry
Steveson will moderate a critique of
your pieces.

•

New members forum — How to get
the most out of being a member of
the GVWG.
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I will take this opportunity to announce that for health reasons, I am
stepping down as the President of the GVWG. I will serve out my first term which
ends in February but will not stand for re-election for my second term. I have
enjoyed my time as President but regret that I will not be able to fulfill a couple of
objectives I had “on deck”. I will continue to help out in FoF and Turning 101
from time to time if Neva and Gerry will have me.
This brings me to the topic of filling executive positions and other guildrelated positions that require a little bit of sweat equity. Both Kees Hof and I are
not renewing our positions on the board; Kees of course is secretary. Bruce
Campbell is presently serving as Vice President for his second time around after
also being president for two full terms. That’s above and beyond and I am sure he
would like a break. It is time for the membership to step up to the plate to fill
these positions as well as the 3 or possibly 4 MAL (Member at Large) positions
that will be vacated. The time is now and the need is great.

Organizations such as ours have a typical cycle of rising and falling and
we have reached a critical point in that evolution. I can speak from experience,
having watched the cycle play out a couple of times in the Fraser Valley Woodturners since 1988. Typically the initial group keeps things afloat for several
years then things start to taper off as that group tires.
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15
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16

Presidents Challenge

22
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24

GVWG Officers, Appointees &

25

This month’s President’s challenge is “Fine Dining”: a set of
four napkin rings. If you plan on entertaining or have more than four
in your family, make it 6 or 8 or… Your call, but it’s got to be at
least 4.
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Presidents Column, continued - Ed Pretty
As time passes, that cycle repeats itself. I have seen the FVWG almost collapse twice but were saved by the
bell twice by individuals who stepped up, adding new energy to the group. Presently they are on a high with the excellent leadership of Gary Burns and his executive board. Our group’s charter members, as well as a few others who
stepped up in the early years, have stood their posts and have earned their retirement. As a late comer to the
GVWG I served on the board from the outset but have come to the end of my own rope, so to speak. Except for
two years, I have served on the boards of both guilds since 1988.
It appears that it may be time for the GVWG to reinvent itself. Whether a long-term member or new to
the guild, you may not realize that we have something very special. Besides the depth of our own skilled membership, Art Liestman has been diligent in bringing to our door a most impressive array of demonstrators that is the
envy of guilds across North America. To wit: in an email from a member of another BC guild, “… Even though we're
across the water, being able to share ideas and techniques really makes us a big family after all. I wish we were able to participate with your Guild more. You have a great guild and a fantastic program. I have been pushing ours to do more but for
now they are happy with where we are.” Groups such as ours are on the endangered species list. It would be a travesty to see it become extinct.
Without the opportunity to look in from outside, it is understandable that most members would not understand that we have something extraordinary here. We have the opportunities to learn more here than any other
guild. But that takes work. If lots of people join in, it’s not a lot of work for each individual. As my mother used to
say: “many hands make light work”. Many of you understandably are cautions about stepping into responsible positions without the advantage of knowing what and how things happen. Certainly that is daunting, but consider this:
When this organization started, the charter members had no idea where to start other than at the beginning. They
built a good organization, stepping on stones as they went to get where we are now. There is also the misconception that things must happen as they have in the past. New ideas are what built this guild and it’s new ideas that will
make it grow in the future. We have an amazing tradition of providing learning opportunities but that doesn’t mean
that that tradition can’t be built upon and changed as new board members see fit. That’s my very long way of saying
not to be afraid to step up if you are a newer member. You will not be criticized for what you do. Rather, you will
be supported by past board members who will always be a resource at your disposal. Step up. Be a part of the reinvention of the GVWG, because that’s where we are at this moment in time.
Quickly, because I know this column is getting long, please take the time to read the article by Brian Lunt.
Brian is a brand new turner who attended Mike Jackofsky’s demo. Even though he’s nowhere near turning hollow
forms and even bowls, he got a tremendous amount out of the session. I can’t say it often enough; take every opportunity to attend demos and even workshops, even if the techniques highlighted may not be your focus at the moment, there is so much more than face value in these sessions.
As you know, we take a break in December so, Christmas aside, you have time to work on the January
challenge, “Jack it up”: A turned version of the traditional “jack” used in the kids sidewalk game of, uh, Jacks. Size and
proportion are of no importance, so make it as large or as small – Maarten and Marco – and as skinny or chubby as
you like. I would like to see all parts that are supposed to look the same – look the same. On the surface this challenge may seem easy or difficult depending on your point of view. I think it’s both. The shapes are easy but making
them the same may be a bit of a challenge for some (that’s the whole point). Coming up with a method of joining
things together may be tough but I doubt even that’s not all that difficult once you get your head wrapped around it.
I haven’t done this one myself yet, so I will be participating and will try to get what I think are the critical steps done
prior to the next meeting.
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Tech Talk - Bruce Campbell
I missed the September meeting and did not write up our June session (before the summer break) so I am a little behind. I will merge them together this month.
The September meeting was a lively as ever and I am pleased that many of you find the session useful and appreciate
your participation. Back in June Dennis reported that he had tried tung oil on his second Redwood piece and was not happy
with the results. It did darken the piece more than the Wipe-on Poly but the finish was not great. Some discussion lead to the
discovery that the tung oil may have been “old” and the general agreement was that fresh tung oil is the only way to go. When
talk of thinning oil that has started to gel came up Claudia was quick to share her experience that it just never seems to work.
Save your heartache and buy a new batch of tung oil rather than trying to make an old batch do. By the way, I hope you all got
to see Dennis’s two pieces side by side at the last instant gallery. It was a nice study in alternate finishes - and two great pieces.
Well done, Dennis.
In June Bob asked about buying a grinder. In particular, he had a line on an inexpensive high speed unit and wondered
if it was worth it. I think the consensus was that it was not. High speed grinders usually require balancing kits or they vibrate a
lot. They also generate more heat because the stone is moving so much faster. If you already have a high speed grinder it can
be difficult to justify replacing it but in the end I recommend to.

Continuing on the topic of grinding, Tom reported having a lot of problems with a grinding jig when working in another
studio. A number of others added their experiences with the same unit and none seemed to be good. Rather than talk about
any product directly let me share my criteria for a grinding system. The system should be able to sharpen all you tools; it
should be rigged; it should be easily adjustable over a wide range of settings; it should be usable to both wheels of your grinder;
it should be repeatable; and finally (and most importantly) it must give you the grind you want. There are a number of systems
out there but very few meet my list of criteria. Fortunately there is one and it is reasonably priced. If you in the market consider the Wolverine system from Oneway. And staying with grinding for another moment, Dave wondered out loud about the
various speakers we have had over the years that profess a given grind. Clearly, each of these turners is highly successful and
their grind works well FOR THEM. Which grind will work for you is a process of discovery. One of the “famous” grinds such
as the Ellsworth, Raffan, or Batty grinds is an excellent place to start you research. But, after sufficient practice you will discover
one that works for you and the work that you do. My advice, keep practicing and don’t be afraid to try something new. When
you find one (or more) that works for you then that is YOUR grind.
Back in June, Robert reported a useful piece of information about the ripple-edge sanding disks. He has found that the
glue deteriorated pretty badly after about a year so the hook-and-loop tears away from the paper. So, if you find someone selling off this kind of paper at bargain prices you might wand to find out how long they have had it in stock.
Finally, one of our members reported have a little trouble using the Axminster tap and die system for cutting threads.
He reported having quite good luck on the tap but getting chipping and breaking on the tap threads. I have had similar experience (with another product) and get some improvement using a lubricant when cutting and “hardening” the threads with CA
glue. But, truth be told, I finally gave up and went to the Beall system . It uses the same method for the tap but has a guided
mechanism used with a router to cut the male threads. It seems like a cope-out but it works very well.
So that gets us caught up on Tech Talk items. Thanks to all who participated and please plan to bring your questions
and solutions to the next session.
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Focus on Fundamentals - Neva Hilliard
This season Focus on Fundamentals is going back to the basics of lathe and workshop safety, use of tools and
demonstrations of spindle turning with the focus on tool handling making beads and coves.
Claudia Hayward started off the season in our October Guild meeting by outlining the importance of safety
equipment including a face shield, dust mask and hearing protection when necessary, explaining “the right way is the safe
way”. She explained the parts and function of the lathe and went on to describe the different types of turning – spindle
turning with the grain parallel to the lathe bed and bowl turning with the grain at right angles to the bed. She demonstrated the use of the spindle roughing gouge; the parting tool and the bowl gouge and explained the importance of having
sharp tools.
Claudia discussed different ways of putting the wood on the lathe such as the face plate; between centers or using
a chuck. She emphasized the importance of tool rest height and always stopping the lathe before adjusting the tool rest.
She described how to adjust the speed of the lathe depending on the size and shape of the piece and gave the formula of
“diameter X RPM should range between 6000 and 9000’ advising that if the piece is out of round you should start at the
lower end.
The session concluded with Claudia demonstrating how to rough out a spindle. She demonstrated the ABC –
anchor, bevel, cut – principle. There was lively discussion throughout the demonstration and Claudia finished by advising
everyone to practice stating that with repetition your turning improves. She suggested for beginners it is helpful to take
classes such as ‘Turning 101’ and join the Guild where there is ample opportunity to be mentored and learn from others.

Turning 101 - Gerry Vickers
Turning 101 for the November session is full, and I am sure it will be a great learning experience for all with Alan Cusworth
guiding us. The December session will be held on Saturday, December 14th, 2013. Lance Rossington will be demonstrating a
candle holder. What a great gift for Christmas . Please note these sessions are run for new wood turners and they get first
priority for a spot . Then, if there is still room available, the rest of the club . You must be a signed up paid member with either
our guild or the Fraser Valley Woodturners Guild (FVWG) in order to participate in these sessions. We advocate turning
safely in a hands on session and having fun and meeting new turning friends that want the same . The only requirement is that
you must know the fundamentals of turning on the lathe and know how to do it safely.
See me at the next club meeting on Wednesday November 27 2014.
Gerry Vickers
GVWG
Turning 101 Coordinator
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KMS Wood Show - Mervyn Graham
I would like to thank the members of the guild who came out and supported the guild at the 2013 wood show at
KMS Tools. Though there was a need of a few more people our performance was still great and we attracted several new
people to come to last month’s meeting. We must be doing something right. Also we were able to have General International carve a sign with our logo on it for future shows and events. A special thanks to several members who came out
multiple times and stayed over after their shifts to fill the empty spots. We had several members who came to use the
show to get accredited so they can now be called upon to come out as demonstrators. Our next demonstration day is normally in March at which time we will once again be calling on all members for their support by coming out and showing the
public who we are.
In the future we are going to need a better response to the signups as those of us who do the leg work setting up
these shows are getting frustrated with the lack of response. Remember this is your guild and the lack of volunteer participation in the activities will only cause the guild to collapse as those who are now doing the work are getting tired and finding it time to consider stepping out of the light and letting go of the projects we do.
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Pen Colouring and Finishing Method — Jay Mapson
These are the steps I take to colour & finish a wood pen. These are just the steps I take, you may find a better way,
others will have yet other ways to do the same things & achieve similar results. Keep in mind that this process results in dramatic colours and effects if used on burl wood or highly figured wood. Plain wood will just look like coloured plain wood.
Once the turning of the pen is completed, I rely on sanding to rough up the surface so that it will accept the dyes
from the markers. The markers I use are Prismacolor markers, made by the same company that makes Sharpies. Available at
many well stocked art supply stores, they’re alcohol based and that means that the dyes inside are soluble in alcohol. It’s my
understanding that they can actually be refilled by opening them and replenishing the alcohol.
I like to decide on a target colour before I actually do the colouring. This
can be a combination of a few to many colours.
When the surface is smooth, sanded with 400 grit, it’s ready to receive the
first application of colour. This is sometimes applied by completely covering the pen
blanks with the darker of the selected colours. Other times I just apply it to specific
areas.
The first, darker colour is followed with an application of alcohol (99% isopropyl alcohol). This is poured onto a cheap soft bristled paint brush which is simply
held to the spinning pen blanks, moving from side to side to obtain complete coverage. I’ve recently switched to using a spray bottle to apply the alcohol directly to the
blanks in a mist and spreading it with the soft bristled brush.
I follow the first colour with more sanding, using 400 grit. This will reveal
some of the wood’s natural colour and still retain some of the dyed colour because
the alcohol causes the dyes to soak deeper into some of the grain than other areas.
At first, the sanding only removes the glaze but with persistence, the top-most surface of the colour will break and you’ll sand through it. Continue sanding with 400
grit paper until a considerable amount of the original wood colour is revealed.
Be sure to stop the lathe frequently to observe the progress; after the first
colour is applied, after the alcohol soaks the dyes deeper into the wood, and at several
times to check the progress of removing the dye with sanding. You’ll be quite pleasantly surprised at the progress.
When a sufficient amount of the first colour has been removed, wipe off the sanding dust and continue sanding with
progressively finer grits. I use a lot of steps including 400, 500, 600, 800, 1200, 1500, 2000 grit, wiping the dust after each
sanding. This is more than is usually deemed necessary but I want a really fine finish. Be sure to actually remove material with
the finer grits instead of just burnishing the wood. Also, don’t forget to periodically use the sand paper laterally, with the grain,
with the lathe stopped.
Now it’s time to determine how much of each of the following colours will be needed to make up the final target
colour. Apply them in order of their darkness, working from darker to lighter colours. They can be applied with the lathe
stopped (this is how I usually apply the second colour and sometimes the third). If one of the remaining colours is to be
blended with the first colour, it can be applied with the lathe running at a lower speed.
When the final colour is applied, repeat the alcohol saturation. No further sanding is necessary and will only serve to
remove the effect of the colours and produce circular sanding marks around the pen blanks. Be sure to assess the colour that
you have achieved. On one occasion, the colour looked terrible and no amount of further colours or alcohol applications would
fix it. I finally decided to take the colours off with my skew and removed a very very fine shaving all the way across the surface. The result was stunning and even needed no sanding at all.
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The finishing is another story. With all of the colour applied and soaked in with alcohol, finishing can begin. Start with
the understanding that the oils in our fingertips are highly acidic and corrosive. These acids are certainly not compatible with
wood. My goal when finishing a pen is to protect the wood from the user’s natural ability to wear it away.
I use a very thin formula of Cyanoacrylate (also known as CA Glue or Crazy Glue). This glue cures in seconds and
additional layers can be added with very little waiting. It cures with an exo-thermic reaction, meaning that it warms up. In it’s
cured state, CA glue behaves much like acrylic or plastic.
I use a relatively lint-free paper towel to apply it and I fold
the towel so that the torn ragged edges are at the end that I’m
holding. This way, only folded (and more lint-free) edges are exposed in the finishing process. The paper towel is folded to leave a
sheet that’s long (so that many coats can be applied with just one
towel), narrow (so that it can reach to the furthest left & right
extremities of the pen blank on the mandrel) and thick enough to
keep the glue from soaking through to my finger.
With the lathe running at a moderate speed, quickly put 4
drops of CA glue in a dime-sized puddle on the end of the paper
towel and immediately wipe it along the blank. Be sure to get the
puddle in contact with the wood. Wipe it fast from side to side, completely covering the blanks as fast as possible. Don't take a
lot of time lest the paper towel becomes glued to the pen. Repeat this 2 more times, creating new puddles step by step down
the paper towel, pausing long enough for the glue on the paper to warm up and cure.
Stop the lathe and observe the amount of coverage and the texture of the glue finish. If there is an orange peel-like
texture, be sure to sand it very lightly with 2000 grit. Continue with 3 additional coats of CA glue. Do not sand after the 6th
coat.
Ultra Gloss is a Hut product. It is a white liquid that separates if allowed to stand for extended time, so it must be
shaken prior to each use. It is also applied with the same lint-free paper towel. Use just a few drops, initially rubbing it in and
rotating the spindle by hand until the liquid becomes relatively thick. Turn down the speed of the lathe and continue to rub the
Ultra Gloss into the wood until the paper towel no longer moves the white lines along the blank. Turn the lathe speed up to
high and change to a clean area on the other side of the paper towel. Continue rubbing the towel over the blank to remove
any remaining white liquid, then apply considerable pressure to heat the liquid and burnish it to a really high gloss. Repeat this
application.
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A Colour is as Strong as the Impression it Creates* - David Sweet O.C.
GVWG member Jay Mapson did a splendid job as the main speaker at the October meeting. He presented his method of applying colour to burl and other highly figured pen blanks. In typical fashion, Jay came fully prepared with numerous ready-turned
blanks along with tinted chemicals, abrasives, tools and mandrels, and techniques to wow the crowd. And he did not disappoint.
The technique Jay demonstrated uses primary-colour art markers and an alcohol wipe to blend the colours right on the wood
producing great results. CA glue is applied as the final finish and then polished to a high lustre. After demonstrating this technique on a blank of box elder burl and then on a second blank of maple burl, Jay invited five members to colour additional blanks
while the audience milled around them to observe and learn.
Jay’s technique employs:
Executive Pen Kit (pennstateind.com)
Prismacolor Chisel/Fine Art Markers (prismacolor.com)
99% isopropyl alcohol (local drug stores) applied with a soft 1/2-inch brush
320g-2000g abrasives to sand back the first colour before applying second colour
Ultra-thin CA glue (KMS Tools) applied with lint-free blue shop towels
HUT Ultra Gloss polish (hutproducts.com)
Jay’s recipe:
Spindle turn, fill voids in, and sand a burl pen blank to 320g
Select two Prismacolor markers in primary colours for desired secondary colour (e.g. blue + red = purple)
Apply ink from the darker of the primary colours to the blank (e.g. blue) by painting the ink on to the blank with lathe off. Alcohol-based ink dries quickly.
Sand progressively through sequential grits from 320g to 2000g with lathe running at medium speed. Remove most of the first
colour leaving darker wood grain coloured.
Apply ink from the lighter of the primary colours to the blank (e.g. red).
Blend the two colours using a soft brush with alcohol rubbing lightly over the entire blank. Mix the primary colours to produce
the secondary colour.
Do not re-sand the final coloured blank.
Run the lathe at slow speed, apply 4 drops of thin CA glue to a shop towel and rub (2 seconds only) across the blank as it spins.
This applies a thin coat of CA glue.
Wait ~3 minutes for CA glue to dry. Reapply CA until you have 6 coats.
Apply small amount of Ultra Gloss polish to shop towel with lathe off. Thoroughly rub the polish into the finish with the shop
towel and medium pressure.
Run the lathe at medium speed, apply medium pressure using the remaining Ultra Gloss on shop towel moving back and forth
along the finish to polish it. Repeat once.
Assemble the pen. Behold the result.
Experiment with other colours!

*Ivan Albright (1897–1983) American painter noted for his meticulous depictions, self-portraits, character studies and still lifes.
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Things I Wish I Had Known When I Was a Beginning Turner - Jim Echter
At the suggestion of Bruce Wood, and with the permission of the American Association of Woodturners Magazine:
Every advanced woodturner was once a beginner. Some of us were lucky enough to enjoy lessons or had access to books and DVDs on
woodturning topics. For many turners, however, woodturning is a self-taught endeavor. Based on my thirty years as a woodturner, I
offer a list of tips and suggestions that I wish I had known when first starting to turn wood:

•

Good lighting is key to producing good work. Purchase quality task lights and utilize full-spectrum (sunlight) fluorescent bulbs in
overhead lighting. Sunlight bulbs help to distinguish colors and the surface condition of turned wood better.

•

Dust is your enemy. It is simply bad for your health. Invest in a good dust collector and dust mask. Wear your dust mask.

•

Sharp tools are a must. Purchase a grinding system to quickly touch up and sharpen tools. Keep your tools sharp; you have to
sharpen them more often than you think is necessary. Some woods have high silica content and will dull tools in seconds. Clean
cuts on wood will not happen with dull tools. Using dull tools results in more sanding. Purchase an 8"(20cm) -diameter, slow-speed
grinder and a good quality wheel, appropriate for use with turning tools. A fine oilstone and a 600-grit diamond slip are important
for honing.

•

Learn to hone. You don’t have to hone all your woodturning tools, but some, like the skew, just work better when honed. Honing,
once learned, is usually quicker than sharpening and removes less of that expensive tool steel. Many excellent DVDs are available
on sharpening and honing - get one!

•

Cut sheets of abrasive paper into small pieces, use them once or twice and throw them out. This provides 100% utilization of
each full sheet. Also, using fresh sandpaper gives a better surface finish.

•

Cyanoacrylate (CA) glue is a woodturner’s duct tape. It can be used for gluing wet or dry turning blanks to waste blocks, repairing
cracks, attaching HSS tool bits into handles, and for gluing a minor cut closed to stop the bleeding. Purchase quality glue, spray and
aerosol accelerators, and a bottle of debonder. CA doesn’t stick to wax paper, so having a roll of it to cover workbenches is a
good idea. The fumes from CA, as it goes through its chemical reaction for curing, are extremely dangerous. Use an exhaust fan so
that you do not inhale them.

•

Smooth your toolrests and soften the sharp edges from new turning tools. If a toolrest is rusted, pitted, scratched, and/or nicked,
tools cannot slide effortlessly across it. File the surface smooth, run some 600-grit sandpaper across it, and wax it. Remove the
sharp corners and edges on turning chisels so they don’t mess up the toolrests.

•

Remember your ABCs. You must anchor the tool to the tool rest and rub the bevel before you start your cut, especially in spindle
turning.

•

The pressure on the tool is down toward the floor and onto the toolrest. Directing pressure the right way lets the wood come to
the tool edge without pushing the tool into the work. Beginners tend to push the tool into the wood instead of holding the tool to
the toolrest.

•

Turn small bowls first. Many instructional DVDs play tricks with viewers’ eyes: Bowls appear much larger when in reality they are
often no larger than 6"(15cm) in diameter. Make a dozen little bowls to learn the basics before attempting something big.

•

It is okay to adjust the toolrest, but turn the lathe off first. The toolrest provides the mechanical leverage needed for tool control.
An expert turner will tweak the height of the toolrest as little as 1W16"(2mm) to provide better cuts. If you switch from a ⅝"(16mm)
to a ⅜"(10mm) bowl gouge, adjust the height of the toolrest.

•

Round over the tips of calipers. Calipers can be purchased inexpensively at garage sales and flea markets; however, they usually
have been used for metal working so they have pointed or square tips. These tips will catch on the wood and cause the caliper to
be thrown across the shop.

•

Don’t invest in fancy, high-end, cryogenically cooled, powder-metal chisels. They will not make you a better turner. Purchase HSS
chisels at first. Use these tools to practice sharpening - why learn with expensive tools?

•

Join your local chapter of the AAW. There are more than 350 chapters in the AAW, and many clubs hold sessions for beginners.

•

Take private lessons. Two hours with an instructor will save you weeks of frustration. Or, spend a week at one of the many woodturning schools. Woodturning is fun! The sooner you learn the basics, the sooner the fun starts.
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•

Learn to turn a spindle first. I realize that beginners want to turn bowls; however, once you learn how to turn spindles, you will
better understand how wood likes to be cut and will master tool usage and control. Mastering spindle turning makes transitioning to
turning bowls much easier. A spindle turner can learn to turn bowls much quicker than a bowl turner can learn how to turn spindles.

•

Family and friends only need so many bowls. Spindle turning provides many more opportunities to create useful items.

•

Find some FOG (found-on-ground) wood. Small diameter FOG branches are ideal for learning spindle turning. Be on the lookout
for freshly trimmed trees. Green wood is a joy to practice with because it is less expensive and easy to cut.

•

Many woods are toxic. Learn about wood toxicity and listen to your body. If you start to itch, wheeze, or your heart starts to race,
stop turning that piece of rosewood, cedar, or cocobolo. Read about wood toxicity on the AAW website (woodturner.org).

•

Buy several pair of reader safety glasses. My last pair cost $8 and I love them.

•

There really is something called the Dance of the Woodturner. Move your body and your feet in order to effectively move your
tools on the toolrest.

•

Tape your pockets closed using blue painter’s tape. It is easier than trying to remove all the chips and sawdust from inside a pocket.

•

The tannins in many woods, such as oak, react with the acids and oils in hands to turn them black. Wash with a little lemon juice.
The black will disappear.

•

Buy a big dustpan. A big dustpan makes cleanup go faster.

•

Raise or lower the height of your lathe to achieve the correct height. If the height is too low, your back will suffer. Here’s how to
measure for the correct height: Stand straight up and bend your arm so it is 90º to the floor. Measure the distance from the floor to
your elbow. This is the minimum height the lathe spindle needs to be from the floor. For bowl turners, it can be 1"–2"(25mm–0mm)
higher. Add risers to the lathe or build a riser to stand on to achieve the correct height. While you are at it, purchase anti-fatigue
mats to stand on.

•

Take the time to warm up. Begin by making a few practice cuts in scrap wood, especially if turning is a hobby and you took the summer off to play golf.

•

Stretch. Many turners get into the “turning zone” when they are working, hovering over the lathe for long periods of time. Stop
often, step away from the lathe, and stretch. Reach for the ceiling, bend over and touch the floor, twist at the waist, and/or hang
from the ceiling to relax tense muscles.

•

Don’t forget ear protection. With lathes spinning, power sanders and dust collectors running, and air compressors kicking on, hearing protection is a must.

•

Listen for chainsaws in your neighborhood. That sound means someone is trimming or removing a tree. Often it is an ornamental
tree, which can yield unusual wood. Introduce yourself and ask for a couple of cutoffs. Remember to make something for the person as a thank-you.

•

The lathe is the inexpensive part of woodturning; accessories are expensive. When the cost of chisels, chucks, calipers, a bandsaw,
lighting, dust collectors, sharpening systems, air compressors, sanding systems, and finishes are factored in, the investment is significant. Select the spindle size of your first lathe so that chucks can be used on future lathes.

Woodturning is fun and addictive when you master the basics. I hope these tips help beginners avoid a few pitfalls. To add your tips to
this list, email me! I will update the list on the AAW website to share with others.

Jim Echter lives near Rochester, NY. He is a professional turner who specializes in making tools for fiber artists, turning custom architectural pieces, and teaching all aspects of woodturning. Jim is the current President of the Finger Lakes Wood Turners Chapter of the
AAW. Contact him at jim@truecreations.biz or visit his website at truecreations.biz.
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Mike Jackofsky Demo: Creating Hollow Forms - Kerry DeaneDeane-Cloutier
Mike Jackofsky came to demo for us, and played to a large group of interested turners. We have had a number of well-known
hollow form turners show us their way, but Mike had a few aspects of his method that were different from any other demonstrator I
have seen. As usual, for every turner or every skill level, there was that one gem of
wisdom that made the day worthwhile.
*Tip of the day: Sand fast to avoid excess sanding of bark inclusions.*
From a broad overview sense, Mike’s method is this: Create general form,
then cut a V groove to accept the drill bit. Next cut the opening hole, and make
cuts around it to fix the wall thickness. Return to the outside of the form and refine
the shape until satisfied, blending the shape into the opening that you formed. Make
sure you leave the bottom about third of the form at the size of the tenon to reduce vibration. Drill the centre, stopping well short of the bottom. Start hollowing. Hollow the top two thirds to about a half inch, thickening up as you reach the
mass of wood at the bottom. If you leave the wall thickness that thick, you can take
break for lunch, because you still have finish cuts to do. After you cut to final thickness anywhere, you have to finish the piece without a break to avoid differential
drying and cracking. Mike concentrates on sweeping cuts inside to avoid making
steps and ridges.

a

He sands the inside on the lathe, as far as you can reach, by gripping a
piece of snap together rubber flooring, wrapped with sandpaper, with a pair of forceps. Make sure you don't reach inside with sandpaper, or put your fingers through the loops of the forceps. That is, don't do it if you want to keep all your fingers.
To finish the bottom, cut down the tenon some, measure the distance between the bottom of the piece and the bottom of the tenon. This is the amount of
wood better the tail stock and the air inside the piece. Write it down! Then reverse
the piece and jam chuck it. Turn the lathe speed way down, get a small gouge, and make
gentle cuts. Get the bulk of the tenon out of the way, then focus on the shape of the
form. Go sharpen your tool! Undercut the base so it will sit flat on the table. Cut the
tenon down, but not off. Take the form off the lathe and use a saw to remove it. Mike
uses a rotary cutter to finish it, and sands the nub off.
Watching hollow forms being turned can be like watching paint dry, but Mike
managed to make the presentation interesting and worthwhile.
He hand sands the outside by hand, off the lathe. Start with a grit coarser
than you think you need, and make sure you get out the problems before you go up to
the next grit.

For hard wood he uses MinWax tung oil, leaving it on for only about
a minute, then wiping it off, blowing the finish out of the cracks, and wiping it
again. Seven or eight coats is usually enough. He buffs with Tripoli only,
never white diamond, and only occasionally with carnauba. For soft woods he
uses WOP, but he sands between coats so this is time consuming.
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Hollowing Class with Mike Jackofsky - Olaf Lepper
On November 3rd and 4th, I joined five other Guild members for a two-day hollowing class with Mike Jackofsky.
It was a wonderful opportunity to practice the techniques that Mike demonstrated the previous day. Mike teaches the
way he demonstrates; simple, clear, and the steps are easy to understand. The whole experience reminded me of the
value of taking a class from the professional demonstrators who visit our guild. It’s one thing to watch an experienced
turner, and even take lots of notes, but it’s another to try his or her techniques yourself. Mike was very patient with us,
particularly as some of us had minimal hollowing experience, and he let us go at our own speed.
Our first “form” was an open bowl made with hollowing tools. This sounds simple. I found it was good practice
to hollow the inside of a basic bowl with hollowing tools, and to work through the steps of finishing the base of a hollow
form. It certainly reinforced Mike’s approach for safely securing a blank between centers, and sharpening gouges. We also
talked about end grain vs. face grain hollowing. There were lots of opportunities to experiment with his tools, and to have
a few “Ah Ha” moments. A few that I like:
Drill a shallow, tight fitting hole for the spur drive with a spade bit or a Forstner bit to help secure the spur drive.
The spur drive will be much more secure.
Before depth drilling, remove the chuck from the headstock and set the chuck upright without removing the
form. This makes it easier to see flat or high spots.
Use a concrete bit to drill depth hole. These bits won’t get stuck.
Make smooth, continuous cuts inside with the hollowing tool and the scraper rather than leaving steps.
Once the wall thickness just below the opening is ok, avoid this area when starting or ending a cut or scrape.
Otherwise it will get too thin.
Accurately measure the total thickness from the inside bottom of the form to the base of the tenon before reverse
chucking to refine the outside of the bottom and the hollow form base. This makes it easier to judge the bottom curve, as well as base thickness and diameter.
Day two was spent on forms: again, made from the basic cube of wood, with progressively smaller openings and
thinner walls. Easier said than done, I found. The best part of Day 2 was having a chance to repeat the sequence of hollowing steps that Mike used in his demo. A two-day class made all the difference in this regard. I’m sure turning small
hollow forms for the President’s “Twenty Something Challenge” would really improve my skills…..
By now, we were getting comfortable with the tools, and focusing more on form and technique. Again, although I
recalled what Mike said in his demo, it was not until I skipped a step or two in forming the opening, depth drilling or completing the curve at the bottom, (and had a patient reminder from Mike) that I really “got” the value of his approach. He
also shared his experience with finishing, tool handles, body posture, dealing with bark inclusions, hazards, and form.
I think my favorite insight from the class is Mike’s advice (I’m paraphrasing a bit here) that it’s all about the form,
not about the wood I remove from the inside! It sounds so obvious. For me, it’s a perfect reminder that after I have all
the hollowing tools, gadgets, and techniques for removing wood, my hollow form will always be just that: a form.

Many thanks to everyone who arranged, coordinated, hosted, and thought of all the details it takes to make a
memorable class with an outstanding professional turner happen!
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Barbara Dill Demonstration & Workshop
Barbara Dill Demo and workshop, December 7 and 8

--- Only one spot left for the Barbara Dill workshop: December 8 --To sign up contact Ed Pretty: efpretty@shaw.ca
Barbara Dill is arguable the best demonstrator available for multi axis turning. Barbara is able to present the concepts of this turning method that at times eludes the most skilled turners. This is your
chance to open up new horizons in your turning, whether advanced or new turner.

"Though others have tried to explain how a piece of theirs was
done using multiple axes, it is Barbara Dill who has begun to
develop a systematic structure and vocabulary of the principle of
mutli-axis turning upon which mental models can be constructed
that enable outcomes to be predicted."
-Charlie Belden, WoodCentral's Turning forum

"Barbara....has lived, breathed, and dreamt multi-axis turning for
years in order to become proficient and knowledgeable. And, like
so many woodturners, she willingly shares her knowledge and
enthusiasm with fellow turners."
-Betty Scarpino, Editor, The American Woodturner

As always, the demo is at the Sapperton Pensioners Hall, 318 Keary St., New Westminster. Start time
is 9:00 AM and usually goes to 3 - 4:00. Bring your own lunch or pick up a sandwich at a local shop.
Cost is $30. Non-members are always welcome.
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John Beaver Demonstration & Workshop

John Beaver to visit GVWG March 8 and 9
For any of you who cruise the WOW (World of Woodturners) website, John Beaver is a familiar name. John is best
known for his very distinctive “wave” bowls and hollow forms.

I have yet to figure out exactly how he does this so am personally eager to attend his demo and workshop.
For a good look at John’s work, visit his website at http://www.johnbeaver.net/John_Beaver_Woodturning/
Wood_Turning.html. On a humorous note, I was struck by the similarity between his logo and that of our own GVWG logo.
I have not yet have an opportunity to connect with John to ask exactly what he will be demonstrating, but he applies this technique to other turned objects as well. He has developed other techniques that are equally intriguing, however it remains to be
seen if he will be demonstrating those as well. Further reports to follow.
I am clearing my personal calendar for this demonstration and workshop. His demonstration will be well worth attending. If you are interested in the workshop, please let me know asap at efpretty@shaw.ca. If you are the first to respond
you will be number two on the list. J
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Chippy Bits From a Newbie - Brian Lunt
Why I will always go to Demo Days

After my brother gave me a very old Beaver lathe (still not working) and seeing the Guild demo at the
Port Moody Wood Show, I decided to go to my first Guild meeting.
I was surprised at how many people were at the Guild Meeting. Many were speaking a new language to
me but all were open and willing to help with the translation for a Newbie. My first meeting was how a wood wall
was built in Ireland. Never saw that coming and will never forget it either. An eye opener into future potential. I
attended my first 101 course on pens with Jay and Jerry at the KMS classroom. After the class with Gerry’s guidance, I purchased a lathe ( now having decided the old Beaver was not worth the grief –maybe I can inspire another brother with it ).
Ok, so now I am in this. I see tools, jigs, wood. I hear about tons of ways to finish and sand. I need more
tools!!
The second Guild night, there are break out groups and although I wish I could do them all, I settle on the
safety session as the best choice for a newbie. Learn, See, Reinforce.
I spend most of the October Wood Show at KMS watching the old pros demos. I also learned from Rich’s
demo by seeing actual trunks of trees, where the best cuts come from. More things are starting to make sense.
Every demo I see and hear reminders of Tap, Bevel then Cut. (And the occasional chatter on tool bar)
Then I go to my first guest demo on Saturday to see Mike Jackofsky on hollow turning. I have not even
attempted turning a bowl yet and I am here watching “Mike Magic”. I learned lots even though much was way
above my skill level. I also saw people who I consider experts ( I have seen their websites ) there as well. Everyone is at different levels of turning but all are listening, watching and learning.
Now, woodturning is in my head. I am on a conference call while sitting in my car outside a jobsite and
get distracted by F.O.G. ( a tree Found On Ground – a term I learned during at break at Mike’s demo). I start
musing “ is it wrong to cut wood off that tree that I know will be removed to allow a new residential tower to be
built”. Ok, I didn’t. Probably because I didn’t have a chainsaw. ( I have one now – more tools!).
So, here I am after seeing these demos and learning so many new things. Even if the demos are way
over my head, I am going anyway because everyone learns something. And eventually, I hope to transition from
making chippy bits that newbie’s make to something that I don’t have to explain to my wife what it is!
Keep It Round.And see you at the Demos.
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Instant Gallery

Art Liestman - Stone Teapot - 3.5x4 in - Maple Burl Acrylics

Bill Cobb - Vase - 4x11 in - Cedar - Tung OIl and Wax

Bryan Whitta - Bowl - 11.25x5.5 in - Denim Pine - WOP
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Bryan Whitta - Bowl - 11.25x6.25 - Denim Pine - WOP

Jay Mapson - Salt Shaker and Peper Mill - 3x6 in - Maple Burl and Holly and Yellow Cedar WOP

David Sweet - Figured Maple Bowl - 9x2 - Maple - HBM Bees Oil
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Dennis Houle - Lidded Finial Bowl - 8x8 in -

Dennis Houle - Lidded Finial Bowl - 8x8 in -

Redwood Burl - Polymerized Tung Oil

Redwood Burl - WOP

John Spitters - Hollow Form - 3.5x4.5 in Maple - WOP

Jim Johnson - Hollow Form - 10x6 in - Maple - WOP

Jim Johnson - Pierced Dish - 10.5x2.5 in - Maple - WOP
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Ken Kimberly - Nut Bowl - 9x3 in - Walnut - Wood Turners Finish

Kent Lindsey - Bowl - 12x4 in - Maple - Mineral Oil

Kent Lindsey - Bowl - 12x5.5 in - Maple - Mineral Oil

Marco Berera - Bowl - 11x7 in - Maple - Watco Butcher Block Finish
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Dennis Houle - Natural Edge Vase - 6.5x9 in - Oink Dogwood - WOP

Phil Vetra - Heavy Bowl - 4.4x1.6 in - Dogwood Teak Oil

Robert Carlson - Flat Vase - 8.5x2.5 in - Maple - WOP
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Ron Hadar - Birdhouse Ornaments - Maple/Boxwood/Found WoodWalnut Oil

Ron Hadar - Rolling Pin - Maple - Walnut Oil

Tom Byrom - -T- Light Candle - 2.5x6 in - Tulip - HUT
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Presidents Challenge
Bill Cobb - Scoop - 2.25x2.25 in - Maple - Tung Oil and Wax

Dennis Houle - Scoop - 2x5 in - Maple - Walnut Oil

Marco Berera - Scoop - 2.25x5.5 in - Clapham Beeswax Salad
Bowl Finish
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Merv - Scoops

Robert Carlson - Scoop - 2x6 - Maple - Maple - Walnut Oil
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Turning 101

Bob Askew - Natural Edge Bowl - Maple - WOP

Dan Moleschi - Pen - Dogwood - CA Glue and Polish

Bruce Wood - Natural Edge Bowl - Maple - Walnut Oil

Maria Uvich - Pen - Maple - CA Glue
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